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- 1 New Skin - 4 New Portraits Important: - Please make
sure that you have installed the Coma 2: Vicious Sisters

DLC in order for you to get the costumes. - If you
already purchased the Coma 2: Vicious Sisters DLC

please check with your game store before downloading
the DLC. - In order for you to get the costumes, it is

necessary to have the Coma 2: Vicious Sisters DLC in
your MyCAREER. In addition, Coma2 has recently

released a new DLC called "Children of the Dark", which
contains a new world, 21 characters, 8 costumes, and a
new "Vile" enemy. This pack can be purchased by going
to the Japanese, Europe or other regions *Please make
sure that you have purchased the Children of the Dark
DLC when purchasing Coma2: Vicious Sisters DLC.* -

And in order to play Children of the Dark DLC you must
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have the following items required for the DLC: Fantasy
creatures, 2 items Children of the Dark - new world, 21

characters, 8 costumes and a new "Vile" enemy In
Coma 2: Vicious Sisters, it's Hina's turn as she becomes
a new recruitable character! Her new moveset includes
the "Shadow Slash" that leaves the opponent dazed or
"Shadow Break" that she can use when the enemy is

making a slash. Existing DLC characters will be
receiving new costumes that they can wear with their
new moveset as well. Also in this pack, there will be

some new cosmetics, such as "Mina's Summer Clothes",
"Mina's Hair Clip", "Mina's Summer Flip Flops", and a
new family crest for the main character. Please enjoy
your summer at the beach with Mina and her family!
For more information, please check out the Coma 2:

Vicious Sisters official page on the official website of the
game: *Terms of Use* *1* When you purchase the

Coma 2: Vicious Sisters DLC, your receipt will include
information about the DLC. If you are unable to play the
DLC due to the fact that the DLC is not included in your

receipt, you may exchange the DLC on the
PlayStation®Network. If you are unable to exchange

the DLC on the PlayStation®Network, you

Mission Mars Features Key:
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Brand new international version of Atelier Ryza 2
Brand new international version of the last fairy tale chapter

Brand new international version of the very last fairy tale chapter
Brand new international version of the Secret of Mana

Brand new international version of Lost Legends
Brand new international version of The Secret of Mana

NDSightseeing

Oppo had a new handheld up for the holidays. And I'm not talking about their new and crowded lineup of retro phones.

The NDS happened to be released by Square Enix as well. Rare executive producer Masato Kato talks about their new
handheld.

Midnight Appreciation

We have our own new Midnight Appreciation up next. Check this joint out.
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